A method of multiple information fusion based on single component feature (MIFSCF) is proposed and applied to diagnose early fault of gear. Firstly, meshing frequency component is separated by Fractional Fourier Transform (FRFT) as single component signal, whose order envelop demodulation spectrum (OEDS) is calculated next, and the value of OEDS at feature order of gear's fault is selected as feature parameter. Feature parameters of different sensors are fused by radar graph and analysis results show that MIFSCF is more effective and accurate than the method based on single sensor in gear fault diagnosis.
Introduction
Fault feature of transmission's early failure is very weak, which can be exposed more evident by variable rotational speed process, but the noise is also stronger, so how to separate target order component from other components and noise is important. Fault feature information included in different signal sampled at different position on the transmission is not the same, it is not accurate if only one position's signal is used to diagnose fault.
Meshing frequency components of rapid acceleration are almost the multiple chirp signal, the time and frequency distribution are so crossed that difficult to be separated in either time domain or frequency domain. Fractional Fourier Transform (FRFT) is especially effective in separating multiple chirp signal, which can extract target chirp component from other components and noise as long as the order is correct in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Reference [7, 8] adopted holographic spectrum fusing horizontal and vertical sensor's signal to improve diagnostic reliability, but it can't fuse more than two sensor's signal. Radar graph can fuse many components into one figure to compare the difference of different conditions, so it is suitable for more sensor information fusion.
In order to reduce interference of other components and noise, and improve the reliability of gear's early fault diagnosis, a method of multiple information fusion based on single component feature (MIFSCF) is proposed. Vibration signal is sampled by many sensors installed on different positions of transmission. Firstly, meshing frequency component is separated by Fractional Fourier Transform (FRFT) as single component signal, whose order envelop demodulation spectrum (OEDS) is calculated next, and the value of OEDS at feature order of gear's fault is selected as feature parameter. Feature parameters of different sensors are fused by radar graph and the analysis results show that MIFSCF is more effective and accurate then the method based on single sensor and single parameter in gear fault diagnosis. 
The nucleus function of ( ) is:
where = (1 − cot ) 2 ⁄ , is FRFT's important parameter, which can reflect the rotation angle in time-frequency distribution, and the rotating angle can be calculated by = /2.
Extraction of LFM signal based on FRFT
A signal having many LFM components is difficult to be separated from each other either in time domain or frequency domain, as shown in Fig. 1 . FRFT is able to rotate time-frequency distribution of signal by any angle, so if and is orthogonal, the component = + will be filtered from other components, and now FRFT's best order is = 2 / . 
Platform of experiment and fault setting for gear
Platform of experiment is based on a gearbox and vibration sensors are set at 8 different positions on gearbox, as shown in Fig. 2 . An early failure of gear is simulated on second speed gear on output shaft, as shown in Fig. 3 . The sample frequency is 20 kHz, and number of sampled data is 24576. Meshing order of second speed and constant speed (fourth speed) is 12.03 and 19, the fault feature order of gear on output shaft is 0.43. Second speed and fourth speed component are filtered by FRFT separately, the result is added together and Gabor time-frequency distribution is shown as Fig. 6 , in which second speed and fourth speed component is clearly separated from other components and noise. In order to test the validity of this method, order spectrum of filtered second speed and fourth speed component is calculated and shown as Fig. 7 . Order 12 and 19 is corresponding to theoretical value of second speed and fourth speed, which proves that components separation based on FRFT is valid and correct.
Extraction of fault feature
OEDS of original vibration signal is calculated as shown in Fig. 8 , in which there is no obvious energy amplitude at feature order 0.43, so it is difficult for OEDS to extract the submerged feature of early fault. OEDS of second speed meshing component filtered by FRFT is shown as Fig. 9 . Energy of order 0.4375 is evident and close to theoretical order 0.43, which proves that the weak fault feature is effectively extracted by FRFT. 
Diagnosis based on MIFSCF
8 sensors' signal of gear in normal state and fault state is separately filtered by FRFT, then OEDS of filtered components are calculated, and feature parameters are listed in Table 1 . Table 1 can't show the diagnosis result of gear early fault directly. So, parameters in Table 1 are fused by radar graph and shown as Fig. 10. Fig. 10 shows that P1, P2, P3 of fault are clearly different from normal state, so normal and fault state are clearly separated. P4, P5, P6 of fault are so close to normal state that difficult to be extinguished from each other. P7 and P8 of normal and fault state are crossed and can't be used to determine a fault is occurred. So MIFSCF is more effective in diagnosis by fusing multiple information of different sensors rather than only one sensor's information.
Conclusions
1) Components can be effectively separated by FRFT and other components and noise are removed simultaneously.
2) MIFSCF is effective in diagnosis of gear's early fault by fusing multiple information of different sensors.
